
BRIANS WINTER BOOK REPORT

This summary of Brian's Winter includes a complete plot overview â€“ spoilers included! We're considering expanding
this synopsis into a full-length study guide to.

Paulsen says that many readers wrote to him, complaining about the deus ex machina ending. Brian almost
misses the signs that winter is coming, but when he finally gets it he realizes that he has a lot of work to do.
Brian goes hunting shortly afterward and comes across a moose. The River does not and includes no mention
that the events of Brian's Winter ever took place as Brian tells Derek Holtzer that he only spent fifty-four days
in the wilderness. Brian feeds it and discovers that it has built itself a home under a rock that forms a wall of
his shelter. Brian's motive in this book is one to survive, two get better weapons, and three to find help. Brian's
Winter is a "what if" scenario that takes a beloved character back to the woods and shows readers why he
survives the woods in the first place. This section contains words approx. As a result of many letters sent to
Mr. Brian finds that he has enough meat to last weeks, making it possible for him to concentrate on
winterizing his camp. Brian enjoyed living with the Smallhorns while he waited for the plane and when the
plane came, Brian didn't want to leave. But in the end, Brian was rescued. Brian stumbles upon the camp of a
Cree trapping family. Just as it looks like the bear might kill Brian, the skunk arrives and sprays the bear. The
middle in this story is when Brian was surviving the harsh Canadian winter. He recovers, among other things,
an emergency transmitter. Finally Brian goes home. Antagonist The antagonist in this story is mother nature.
Brian finds a deer that still has most of the meat on its shoulders. The beginning in this story is when Brian
noticed fall was coming. And I appreciate that Paulsen broaches the subject of hunting and taking a life with a
little more depth and thought than he did in the first book. Brian takes the moose meat back to his camp and
leaves it out in the snow where it freezes. Brian misses the signs until it is nearly too late. When he is sure they
are gone, Brian searches for their kill. Afterward, Brian decides he must find a better way to protect himself
than his bow and arrow. Brian lives on rabbit, foolbird, and fish stew for weeks as fall comes on. Winter is
around he corner and Brian isn't prepared at all. The book takes you back to the spot where we left Brian, the
Canadian Wilderness. He almost drowns trying to tear the plane open. The shooting pin on the gun Brian finds
in the survival kit on the plane breaks, forcing him to return to his reliance on his bow and arrows. I
recommend this book for all but the most squeamish readers, he does have to clean the animals he kills.
Paulsen writes this novel in which he pretends Brian is not rescued after fifty-four days lost in the woods with
only a hatchet. One night Brian hears gunshots. Continuity with series[ edit ] Brian's Winter is followed
chronologically by the two sequels, Brian's Return and Brian's Hunt as they recognize the book as a series
canon.


